We introduce a bipartite state property sufficient for the validity of a CHSH-form inequality and the perfect correlation form of the original Bell inequality for any bounded quantum observables. A nonseparable state with this property does not necessarily admit a local hidden variable model.
Introduction
The validity of Bell-type inequalities in the quantum case has been discussed in the literature from the fundamental publications of J.S. Bell [1, 2] , and J.F. Clauser, M.A. Horne, A. Shimony and R.A. Holt [3] .
The original derivations of the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [3] and the Bell inequality [1, 2] are based on the assumption of a local hidden variable (LHV ) model plus the assumption of perfect correlations/anticorrelations in case of the Bell inequality.
However, for a nonseparable quantum state, the existence of an LHV model is very difficult to verify and was proved only for the Werner states [4] . The condition on perfect correlations (the original assumption in [1, 2] for the validity in the quantum case of the perfect correlation form of the Bell inequality) cannot be fulfilled for any quantum observable.
On the other hand, it is well-known that there exist nonseparable quantum states 1 that satisfy the original CHSH inequality though do not admit LHV models. It has been also proved in a general setting in [6] that there exist 2 separable quantum states that 1 For example, positive partial transpose states (cf. the review [5] and references therein). 2 Cf. (49) in [6] .
satisfy the perfect correlation form of the original Bell inequality for any bounded quantum observables 3 . From the mathematical point of view, the original assumptions in [1] [2] [3] represent only sufficient but not necessary conditions for the validity of the corresponding Bell-type inequalities in the quantum case. Therefore there must exist more general sufficient conditions.
In this paper, based on our developments in [7] , we introduce a bipartite quantum state property sufficient for the validity of a CHSH-form inequality and the perfect correlation form of the original Bell inequality for any bounded quantum observables.
This state property is purely geometrical and can be easily verified analytically. 
Density source-operator states
For a bipartite quantum state ρ on a separable complex Hilbert space H ⊗ H, let us introduce self-adjoint trace class operators T and T on H⊗H⊗H, defined by the relations:
where tr
, denotes the partial trace over the elements of the Hilbert space H standing in the k-th place of the tensor products on H ⊗ H ⊗ H.
We call T and T source-operators 5 for a bipartite state ρ and prove in a general setting in appendix of [7] that, for any bipartite state ρ, there exist source-operators T and T . From (1) it follows that tr[T ] = tr[ T ] = 1, so that any positive source-operator is a density operator.
As it is the case of any self-adjoint trace class operator, a source-operator T (or T ) has the uniquely defined representation
In appendix of [6] , we also proved that, in classical probability, the perfect correlation form of the original Bell inequality holds for any classical state and any three classical observables. Recall that the original Bell proofs of this inequality in [1, 2] correspond only to the case of dichotomic classical observables admitting values ±λ. 4 In [4] , the existence of an LHV model for the Werner state was proved for Alice and Bob projective measurements with discrete outcomes. 5 Cf. [7] , for a general definition of source operators for a quantum state on
where || · || 1 denotes the trace norm. From the upper bounds (50) and (57), derived in [7] in a general setting, it follows that, for a quantum state ρ on H ⊗ H and any three bounded quantum observables W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , with the operator norms || · || ≤ 1, the inequalities
hold with any source-operators T and T in the right-hand sides. Here,
are density operators on H ⊗ H. If, for a bipartite quantum state ρ, there exists a density source-operator then we refer to this ρ as a density source-operator state.
For a density source-operator state ρ, we can take in the right-hand sides of (3) and (4) density source-operators R, R, for which ||R|| 1 = 1, || R|| 1 = 1 and σ R = tr
. We have the following statement. Proposition 1 A density source-operator state ρ on H ⊗ H satisfies the original CHSH inequality Due to the upper bounds (56) and (57) in [5] , a density source-operator state ρ on H ⊗ H satisfies every CHSH-form inequality.
From (6) and the representation (21) in [6] , we have:
Corollary 1 A density source-operator state satisfies a CHSH-form inequality under any generalized quantum measurements of Alice and Bob.
Any separable state ρ S is a density source-operator state 6 . In section 3, we prove that the Werner states [4] on C d ⊗ C d , ∀d ≥ 2, are also density source-operator states. Notice that although both, separable states and the Werner nonseparable states, admit LHV models, in general, a nonseparable density source-operator state does not need to admit an LHV model. We present an example of such a nonseparable density source-operator state in section 3. For other examples, see [7] .
Density source-operator states of the Bell type
Let further a density source-operator state ρ on H ⊗ H have a density source-operator R with the special dilation property:
We call such bipartite quantum states density source-operator states of the Bell type. Any bipartite quantum state which is reduced from a symmetrical density operator on H ⊗ H ⊗ H represents a density source-operator state of the Bell type.
From (3) and (7) there follows the following statement.
Proposition 2 A Bell-type density source-operator state ρ satisfies the perfect correlation form of the original Bell inequality
for any bounded quantum observables W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , with the operator norms || · || ≤ 1.
In case of a dichotomic quantum observable W 2 , with eigenvalues ±1, the perfect correlation form (8) of the original Bell inequality holds for a Bell-type density sourceoperator state ρ even if ρ does not exhibit perfect correlations (cf. in [1, 2] 
Corollary 2 A density source-operator state of the Bell type satisfies the perfect correlation form of the original Bell inequality under any projective quantum measurements of Alice and Bob.
Examples
Consider now some examples of Bell-type density source-operator states on C d ⊗C d , ∀d ≥ 2. Take the noisy maximally entangled quantum state:
which is separable if d = 2 and nonseparable for any d ≥ 3 (cf. [7] , section 6, example 2). For this state, the operator
represents a density source-operator with the special dilation property (7) . Therefore, the state (9) is a density source-operator state of the Bell type. Consider the Werner nonseparable quantum states [4] :
|e n e m | ⊗ |e m e n |
in any orthonormal basis {e n ; n = 1, 2, ..., d} in C d .
Proposition 3 For any dimension d ≥ 2, the Werner nonseparable state ρ (d)
W is a density source-operator state which is of the Bell type if d ≥ 3.
Proof. Consider first the case d = 2. For the two-qubit Werner state ρ
V 2 , the density source-operator R (2) W is given by
|e n e m |⊗|e m e n |⊗I
|e n e m |⊗I C d ⊗|e m e n |.
In order to prove the statement for any d ≥ 3, let us introduce on
, defined by the relation:
This projection has the form:
and admits a representation:
|e n e m | ⊗ |e m e n | ⊗ I C d (16)
|e n e m | ⊗ |e m e k | ⊗ |e k e n | + |e m e n | ⊗ |e k e m | ⊗ |e n e k |.
We further have:
It is easy to verify that R
(d)
W , ∀d ≥ 3, satisfies the relation (7), that is:
Therefore, the operator R
W is a Bell-type density source-operator for the Werner state ρ
From proposition 3 and corollary 1 it follows that the Werner states, ∀d ≥ 2, satisfy a CHSH-form inequality under any generalized quantum measurements of Alice and Bob (cf. footnote 4).
Due to proposition 3 and corollary 2, the Werner states, ∀d ≥ 3, satisfy the perfect correlation form of the original Bell inequality under any projective quantum measurements of Alice and Bob.
